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We discuss uses of the Kelly Criterion for investing in stocks and other 
financial instruments and in betting on sports. Real examples of investors 
such as Warren Buffett and Ed Thorp (20% return over 25 years) are given. 
Ray Stefani explains the applications to sports betting. He has achieved a 
return of 15% over several years



The Kelly Criterion

• In probability theory The Kelly criterion is a formula for choosing 
the sizes of bets that leads almost surely to higher wealth than any 
other
strategy in the long run (as the number of bets approaches infinity).

• This is done by maximizing the expected value of the natural 
logarithm of wealth, as opposed to maximizing the wealth.

• It started with work by J. K. Kelly, a researcher at Bell Labs, in 1956.



The Kelly Criterion

• It has been used successfully by investors such as Edward Thorp 
(author of Beat the Dealer and Beat the Market) , Warren Buffett, and 
Bill Gross.

• It is also used in sports such as soccer and rugby (by Ray Stefani), and 
horse racing.

• The formula is f=(p(b+1)-1)/b, where 
f=how much to bet, as a fraction of the bankroll 
b=the net fractional odds received on the bet, and
p=the probability of a win (q=1-p is the probability of a loss).



The Kelly Criterion

• Example: Suppose you have a 60% chance of winning (p=0.60) and 
b=1. 

• Then f=(0.60(2)-1)/1=0.20. Thus the gambler should bet 20% of the 
bankroll every time to maximize the long-run growth of the bankroll.

• If p=q=0.50, then f=0, so the gambler should bet nothing.
• If p<q, then f is negative, so the gambler should not play unless he or 

she can place a bet “against the house”.



The Kelly Criterion

• Consider the game of American roulette. The gambler can place a bet 
with b=1 on red. 

• There are a total of 18 red numbers and 20 non-red numbers. Then 
f=[(18/38)(2)-1]/1=-1/19. 

• The gambler would then bet one-nineteenth of their bankroll that red 
will not come up. However, this is not allowed in the casinos, so, in 
general, the gambler should not play.

• Ed Thorp has devised a system, using probability and physics, in 
which the gambler in theory can win if the roulette wheel is balanced 
(p=-1/19) or unbalanced).



The Kelly Criterion Properties

• For even money bets, with b=1, f =2p-q.
• Using Kelly the gambler will never go broke.
• The absolute amount bet is absolutely increasing in wealth.
• The bets may be a large fraction of the gambler’s current wealth, when 

the wager is favorable and the risk of loss is small.



Size Matters





Summary of Coin Flipper Performance
Betting on a Coin with Disclosed Bias Towards Heads of 60%

$25 Starting Stake, $250 Maximum Payout



Mistakes 
Made

Betting on Tails

Under-betting

Erratic Betting

Over-betting



General Form 
of Optimal 
Betting / 
Investing 
Strategy

Formulated in 1956 by John Kelly

Information arrives over a noisy channel (but the 
horse gambler has some edge)

Always bets on a positive edge (never bet tails)

Bet consistent fraction of wealth

Vary that fraction with gains and losses

Key idea: link the edge to the bet amount 



Properties of Kelly

• Optimization Target = Constraint
• Most often this is money. It means you can’t bet more than 

you have.
• All bets are independent
• Only works in the long run

• Aaron Brown paper
• Finite variance (not fat tails)
• Assumptions on risk aversion levels

• Assumes log utility
• These can be modified



Kelly Summary

• Avoid Gamblers Ruin

• Playing a positive expected games

• Finite vs infinite wealth

• Don’t need utility functions

• Maximize wealth, subject to risk levels

• Helps balance risk and reward



Renaissance Technologies





Using the Kelly Criterion for Sports Betting

• Two important parameters are essential if we want to use the Kelly 
Criterion to bet on sports. 

• First and foremost, the bettor needs an accurate and independent 
value of the probability (P) of a bet being successful. Accurately 
modeling and predicting a team or individual’s win probabilities is a 
hugely important capability. 

• Second, the bettor needs a simple measure of the betting odds. 



Betting Odds

• Fractional odds (F) and Decimals odds (D) are the two most commonly used forms for 
bookmaker odds. F must be either be converted to D or, better yet, get D from the 
bookmaker in the first place.

• Fractional odds are written in the format profit:bet or profit/bet.
3:2 means a profit more than the bet (bet on the underdog).
2:5 means a profit less than the bet (bet on the favourite).
This format is too complicated to insert into the Kelly Criterion. 

• Decimal odds are written as one decimal number =  (profit + bet)/bet.
3:2 becomes D = (3+2)/2 = 2.5. (>2 is an underdog bet).
2:5 becomes D = (2+5)/5 = 1.4. (<2 is a favourite bet).



The Kelly Criterion

• In 1956, Kelly derived the fraction (F) of a bankroll to wager on a bet 
for maximum exponential return on capitol, depending  on P and D:
F = (PD – 1) / (D-1) = (Expected Profit) / (Possible Profit) 

• To make a profit, PD must be >1, therefore P>1/D. For the examples:
for D = 2.5 (for an underdog) P must be more than 0.4, 
and for D = 1.4 (for a favourite) P must be more than 0.71.



How the Kelly Criterion Makes Good Sense

• As Kelly derived it for  exponential growth of capital, the fraction of a 
bankroll to bet is given F = (PD – 1) / (D-1).

• In general, an increase in the probability P of winning causes the bet to 
increase as a fraction of the bankroll. That makes intuitive sense because 
the more likely the bet is to be won, the more should be the bet.

• In general, an increase in the decimal odds D causes a reduction in the 
fraction of the bankroll to be bet. That also makes intuitive sense because 
when D increases, the probability of picking that team to win decreases. 



What I Predict

• Home Team      Away Team       Probabilities/   Goal Difference/
• Fair Odds        Total Home Away
• HW    D     AW  
• ----------------------------------------------
• Aston Villa    Newcastle      0.47  0.18  0.36    0.3
• 2.15  5.64  2.80    2.5    1    1
•
• Brighton       Southampton    0.28  0.24  0.48   -0.3
• 3.58  4.20  2.07    2.6    1    1
•
• Burnley        Everton        0.21  0.21  0.58   -0.7
• 4.68  4.82  1.73    3.1    1    2
•
• Chelsea        Leeds          0.56  0.16  0.29    0.8
• 1.80  6.30  3.50    3.0    2    1



My Adjustments to Kelly for Sports Betting

• I found  out in early work, that F was a bit too high in many cases. I 
use ½ Kelly so F = 0.5 (PD – 1) / (D-1).

• Do not bet  when D< 1.5 (not enough profit).
• Do not bet when D>4.3 (winning bets less than 23% of the time).
• Do not bet more than 10% of the bankroll (too much risk on one bet).
• Do not bet less than 1.5% of the bankroll (too small to be 

worthwhile).
• To be risk averse for a week’s bets, do not exceed 25% of the bankroll.
• If there is only one Kelly bet in a set of games, do not bet because 

good and bad results cannot offset.



Average Profit on Turnover Was
15% for 28 Seasons in 3 Sports

• As the following table shows, by combining seasonal averages of the 
ratio of money won divided by total betting turnover, an average 
profit on turnover of 15% resulted. Given that the weekly bet was 
limited to about 20-25% of the bankroll, there was about a 3% growth 
of that bankroll per week which resulted in significant return on the 
investment of that bankroll, especially for soccer with the longest 
season.



Average Profit on Turnover Was
15% for 28 Seasons in 3 Sports

Sport NFL 
(American 

Professional 
Football)

Soccer 
(English 
Premier 
League)

Rugby Union:
Zurich and Guinness 

(England); 
Super Rugby 

(Australia, New 
Zealand and South 

Africa)

Total

Seasons 2 6 20 28
Games Evaluated 318 1170 1603 3091
% Games Bet 49.7% 31.2% 39.9% 37.6%
% Bets Won 39.2% 44.7% 47.7% 45.6%
Profit on Turnover 12.5% 19.1% 14.2% 15.4%
Return on 
Investment 43.3% 72.5% 39.3% 46.7%
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